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Abstract: Four different routes of asymmetric reduction rolling were conducted on AZ31 magnesium alloy to investigate their effect 
on the microstructure evolution and mechanical properties. Route A is the forward rolling; while during routes B and C the sheets are 
rotated 180º in rolling direction and normal direction, respectively; route D is the unidirectional rolling. The strain states of rolled 
sheets were analyzed by the finite element method, while the microstructure and texture were observed using optical microscopy, 
X-ray diffraction and electron back-scattered diffraction techniques, and the mechanical properties were measured by tensile test. The 
results show that route D produced the largest effective strain. Compared with other samples, sample D exhibited a homogeneous 
microstructure with fine grains as well as a weak and tilted texture, in corresponding, it performed excellent tensile properties, which 
suggested that route D was an effective way to enhance the strength and plasticity of AZ31 sheet. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Magnesium alloys are attractive metals due to their 
significant advantages, such as low density, high specific 
properties, good machinability and environmental 
performance [1]. Therefore, Mg alloys have a widely 
applications in auto motive, aerospace and electronics 
industries [2]. In addition, compared with cast Mg alloys, 
wrought Mg alloys have a higher mechanical strength 
and more diversity in component shapes, accordingly 
attract more and more attention in recent years. However, 
due to their hexagonal close packed (HCP) crystal 
structure, the deformed Mg alloys always exhibit strong 
anisotropy ascribed to crystallographic textures, which 
leads to the poor formability at ambient temperature [3]. 
For the wider applicability of Mg alloys, it is required to 
develop the new processing technologies to acquire the 
higher mechanical properties that include not only high 
strength, but also high ductility by weakening basal 
texture and refining grains [4]. 

Many researchers have reported that changing   
the processing methods or strain states during the  
plastic deformation have a significant effect on the 

microstructure and texture evolutions of Mg alloys [5], 
which correspondingly influence the mechanical 
performances. YAMASHITA et al [6] demonstrated that 
the mechanical properties of Mg and its alloys could be 
improved significantly by equal channel angular 
extrusion (EACE), while GHOLINIA et al [7] illustrated 
that different paths during ECAE lead to distinct strain 
states and affect the microstructures of materials 
obviously by the further research. The rolling behavior of 
Mg alloy sheet processed by unidirectional rolling (UR) 
and cross rolling (CR) was investigated and suggested 
that the basal texture intensities could be effectively 
decreased by changing strain states and the rollability of 
sheets could be enhanced correspondingly [8−10]. 
Simultaneously, ZHANG et al [11] reported the 
microstructure evolutions and mechanical properties of 
AZ31 alloy sheet processed by three different rolling 
routes, and exhibited that higher tensile strength and 
excellent plasticity could be obtained by changing rolling 
paths. In recent years, the asymmetric rolling (ASR) 
process [12−15], including single roller drive rolling 
(SRDR), differential speed rolling (DSR) and differential 
roller diameter rolling, has become a research hotspot. 
WATANABE et al [12,16] demonstrated that ASR 
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process could modify the texture of AZ31 Mg alloy and 
enhance the room temperature ductility. While JI and 
PARK [17] investigated various asymmetric rolling 
processes by finite element method (FEM), and 
suggested that ASR is more efficient in producing plastic 
deformation since it will develop additional shear strain 
during rolling. Currently, CHANG et al [18] researched 
the influence of two different strain paths on the 
microstructure evolution and mechanical properties of 
AM31 magnesium alloy sheets during asymmetric 
rolling. Despite this, there are still limited researches that 
consider different rolling routes of ASR and their effects 
on the microstructure and texture evolutions of Mg 
alloys. 

Recently, the asymmetric reduction rolling (ARR), 
as a special ASR process, which can introduce shear 
strains by forming different reductions at the upper and 
lower parts of sheet using a support plate at the entrance 
of symmetric rolling (SR), has been proposed in the 
previous work [19]. As demonstrated, the ARR is an 
effective process that can modify the microstructure of 
AZ31 Mg alloy and thus improve the mechanical 
properties significantly in a simple way. However, the 
influence of changing strain paths on the microstructure 
evolutions and properties of Mg alloys during ARR has 
not been studied. Therefore, in the present study, four 
different routes of ARR processes were carried out on 
AZ31 magnesium alloy sheets, aiming to systematically 
investigate the effect of strain states on the 
microstructure evolutions and mechanical properties of 
the rolled sheets and to find an excellent way to optimize 
the ARR process. 
 
2 Experimental 
 

The material used in the present study was the hot 
extruded AZ31 Mg alloy plate with the following 
composition (mass fraction): Mg, 3% Al and 1% Zn. All 
rolling samples with the same dimensions of 80 mm ×  

40 mm × 6 mm were wire cut out from the as-received 
sheet and prepared with heat treatment in a furnace at 
300 °C holding for 3 h followed by air-cooling to 
eliminate the residual stress before rolling. The 
schematic diagram of ARR and four different rolling 
routes is illustrated in Fig. 1, all the specimens were 
processed by two passes of ARR. Route A is known as 
forward rolling, i.e., the sheet was rolled by two passes 
of ARR in the same rolling direction. By routes B and C, 
the sheets were rotated 180° in the rolling direction (RD) 
and normal direction (ND), respectively, after the first 
pass of ARR. While in route D, the sheet was rotated 
180° in both RD and ND after the first pass, and this 
route was named as unidirectional rolling. 

In the rolling process, the upper and lower rolls 
rotate in the opposite direction and the sheet moves from 
the left to the right. The deformation zone is defined by 
the area between the entrance and the exit. It can be 
noticed that a support plate is placed at the entrance, 
resulting in a difference reduction in the upper and lower 
layers, which causes an asymmetric deformation into the 
sheet. What’s more, the asymmetric deformation 
conditions can be changed by moving the position of the 
support plate. In this study, the upper surface of the 
support plate was flush with the top of bottom roll and 
the horizontal distance between the two was 50 mm 
during ARR rolling (as shown by d in Fig. 1). Four 
different rolling routes were done at a specimen 
temperature of 400 °C followed by air-cooling. The 
sheets were reduced from 6 to 4.5 mm in the first pass, 
subsequently rolled to 3.2 mm in the second pass, while 
between two passes, the specimens were reheated to 
400 °C for 10 min. The rollers with 200 mm in diameter 
were used for the rolling experiments at room 
temperature and a speed of 4.2 r/min and graphite was 
used as a lubricant. 

The deformation behaviors of AZ31 alloy sheets 
processed by ARR were analyzed by the finite element 
method (FEM) with a commercial software, DEFORM, 

 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic diagrams of ARR process and four different rolling routes 
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which was coded based on the rigid-viscoplastic finite 
element. In the software, the rolls were treated as rigid 
bodies while the sheet was treated as a rigid-viscoplastic 
material. In addition, the simulated parameters used in 
FEM were the same with the previous literature [19] and 
not listed in this study for a more concise. As a result, the 
effective strain characteristics of rolled sheets under the 
same rolling conditions as in the experiment were 
obtained from FEM. 

Optical microstructures (OM) in normal direction 
(ND)−rolling direction (RD) plane in the mid-layer of 
both the annealed original sample and the sheets 
processed by ARR were observed by standard 
metallographic technique. The grain size was determined 
using the optical microscope and image analyzer 
software, and the measurement was carried out on at 
least 5000 grains for improved reliability. To investigate 
the deformation mechanism and micro texture evolutions 
of the rolled sheets, electron backscattered diffraction 
(EBSD) was performed on the rolling plane using a Zeiss 
Supra 55 FEG SEM at 20 kV, with a working distance of 
16 mm, a tilt angle of 70° and a scanning step of 1 μm. 
Macro textures were also measured using the X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) method, and incomplete (0002) pole 
figures in the mid-thickness layer of these rolled sheets 
were obtained. Tensile specimens with a gauge length of 
10 mm and a width of 3 mm were cut from the  
as-rolled sheets along rolling direction, and then, the 
triplicate universal tensile tests were carried out on a 
standard universal testing machine with a strain rate of  
1×10−3 s−1 at room temperature. 
 
3 Results and discussion 
 
3.1 Influence of rolling route on effective strain 

Before analyzing the microstructure characteristics 
of AZ31 sheets rolled by four different routes, it is 
important to understand the strain state of them during 
deformation. The simulation results of the sheets 

processed by four ARR routes that were obtained from 
FEM were compared to each other in terms of 
deformation pattern and effective-strain accumulation. 

The grid distortions and effective strain 
distributions of the rolled sheets are depicted in Fig. 2. 
During ARR, the grid distortions were not symmetric 
with respect to the middle layer. Shear deformation was 
severer in the upper layer, while the compression was 
larger in the lower layer. Due to the rotation of rolled 
sheet after the first pass of ARR, the directions of the 
stress and strain imparted on the sheet were changed and 
different with each other at the second rolling pass, as 
performed by the grid distortions of rolled sheets. In 
route A, the strain directions were consistent and 
superimposed in the same layers after two passes of ARR, 
i.e., the upper layers were subjected to an accumulation 
of shear strain while the lower layers suffered from a 
larger compression. By route B, as the sheet rotated 180° 
in RD, the directions of shear strain in the upper layer 
were opposite during two passes of ARR. While in route 
C and D, due to the rotation in ND, the rolled sheets 
should be subjected to the identical strain in the upper 
and lower layers, respectively. The difference between 
the two routes was shear strain directions generated in 
the upper and lower layers of sheet. In route D, the shear 
strain directions were same, while in route C the shear 
strain directions were opposite. Nearly all the grids in the 
rolled sheet processed by route D were inclined in one 
direction, which suggested that the shear strain was 
introduced throughout the whole thickness of sheet. 

Figure 3 exhibits the accumulation of the effective 
strain from the top surface to bottom surface of the rolled 
sheets. It can be noted that the effective strain 
accumulated least in the mid-layer of all the sheets, 
which denoted the sample suffered from the smallest 
deformation. From the comparison of four different 
rolled sheets, it can be known that the magnitude of the 
effective strain was identical for all samples in the first 
rolling pass. However, in the second pass of ARR, the 

 

 
Fig. 2 Grid distortions and effective strain distribution of rolled sheets obtained from FEM 
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Fig. 3 Distribution of effective strain from top surface to 

bottom surface of rolled sheets 

 
accumulations of the effective strain were significantly 
different despite they had the same reduction. And this 
result could be ascribed to the change of stress caused by 
the rotations of sheet. The total effective strain 
accumulated in different layers, the average value and 
maximum deviation of all the sheets processed by 
different rolling routes of ARR are listed in Table 1. We 
inferred that route B would produce the least average 
value of the effective strain and a larger deviation. In 
contrast, route D would produce the highest average 
value and the most uniform distribution of the effective 
strain. Therefore, if the effective strains are used to 
compare the strain state of the sheets, then the results 
show that route D is the most ideal process for uniform 
and severe plastic deformation to produce the AZ31 Mg 
alloy sheet. 
 
3.2 Microstructures of initial sample and one pass 

rolled sheet 
The optical microstructure measured in the mid- 

layer of the original AZ31 Mg alloy sheet and its (0002) 
pole figure are depicted in Fig. 4. The microstructure  

Table 1 Effective strain accumulations in upper, middle and 

lower layers 

Route

Effective strain 

Upper 

layer 

Middle 

layer 

Lower 

layer 
Average 

Max 

deviation

A 0.85 0.78 0.88 0.84 0.10 

B 0.85 0.78 0.87 0.83 0.09 

C 0.87 0.79 0.86 0.84 0.08 

D 0.87 0.80 0.88 0.85 0.08 

 
of the original sample before rolling consists of equiaxed 
grains with uneven size range from 40 to 100 μm, and a 
few twins can be found in some large grains. A typical 
basal texture with the maximum intensity of 16.9 can be 
observed for the original sample, which means that in 
most grains of the sheet, their c-axis is nearly 
perpendicular to the rolling plane. 

We defined that the grains have an average diameter 
of ≤10 μm as “fine” grains, and the percentage of fine 
grains Pf is defined as: Pf=N1/N2 where N1 is the total 
quantity of individual fine grains, N2 is the total sampling 
quantity. It is essential to judge the uniformity of 
microstructure based on grain size distribution and the 
percentage of fine grains because of the 
non-homogenous nature of grain distribution resulted 
from incomplete dynamic recrystallization (DRX) during 
different routes of ARR. The microstructure of one pass 
rolled sheet and its corresponding grain size distribution 
are presented in Fig. 5. After the first pass of ARR, the 
grain size of sheet was significantly refined, while the 
percentage of fine grains was about 63% and the average 
of grain size reduced to ~9.4 μm. Besides, the micro 
basal texture of one pass rolled sheet measured by EBSD 
was weakened obviously, and its maximum intensity was 
8.3 as illustrated in the previous work [19]. The results 
indicate that ARR is an effective way to refine the grain 
sizes and weaken basal texture of AZ31 Mg alloy as it 
can introduce the shear strain during rolling. 

 

 

Fig. 4 OM image of original sample after heat treatment (a) and its (0002) pole figure (b) 
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Fig. 5 OM image of first pass rolled sheet (a) and its corresponding grain size distribution (b) 

 
3.3 Microstructure and texture evolutions of sheets 

processed by two passes of ARR 
Since the strain state has a significant influence on 

the DRX of AZ31 Mg alloy during hot rolling, it will 
affect the microstructure evolutions of the sheets 
processed by four routes of ARR. Figure 6 exhibits the 
microstructures of sheets rolled by four different ARR 
routes with the corresponding grain size distributions 
chart. As processed by two passes of ARR in a consistent 
way, sample A (processed by route A), which introduced 
severe shear strain at the upper part of sheet, showed a 
relatively fine and uniform microstructure at the center 
part of the sheet (Fig. 6(a)). The percentage of fine grains 
was 67% with the average grain size of about 9.1 μm, 
which was slightly finer compared with that of one pass 
rolled sheet (Fig. 5). The sheet rolled by route B that 
produced the least average and the greatest maximum 
deviation of effective strain exhibited an inhomogeneous 
microstructure that contained both coarse and fine  
grains with the average grain size ~11 μm, where the 
percentage of fine grains was about 58% (Fig. 6(b2)). 
The increase of grain size could be attributed to the 
activation of grain growth, which was resulted from 
reheating between two passes of ARR and deformation 
heating. After route C, the upper and lower layers of the 
sheet were subjected to a pair of shear strain with 
opposite directions due to its rotation in ND, however, 
the center-layer of sheet suffered from small shear strain 
with an effective strain of 0.79 that was identical to that 
of sample A. Therefore, the microstructure of sample C 
was like that of sample A, where the percentage of fine 
grains was about 65%, and the average grain size was  
9.5 μm (Fig. 6(c2)). In final, sample D showed the most 
homogeneous microstructure with the finest grains 
(average grain size ~7.1 μm), and the percentage of fine 
grains was 75% (Fig. 6(d2)), since it was subjected to a 
relatively uniform strain through the entire thickness of 
sheet after two passes of ARR. In addition, the largest 
effective strain that accumulated in route D was another 

reason to form such microstructural feature as it could 
promote the DRX of sheet during deformation. 

To analyze the deformation mechanism in detail, the 
orientation maps of four different samples were extracted 
from EBSD measurements, and are illustrated by inverse 
pole figure (IPF) in Fig. 7, where the (0002) pole figures 
acquired from the inverse pole figures are also exhibited. 
It is worth noting that the microstructures obtained from 
EBSD are consistent with the OM images and the 
parameters of the rolled sheets are summarized in  
Table 2. The macro textures of the rolled sheets were 
also measured by XRD and consistent with the EBSD 
results, and not listed here for brevity of the article. After 
two passes of ARR, all samples exhibited a typical basal 
texture, but the intensities of the basal texture were 
decreased obviously compared with the original sheet. 
Besides, the distribution characteristics and the texture 
intensities of the rolled sheets processed by four routes 
were different with each other. The distributions of basal 
poles in the mid-layer of samples A and D were more 
dispersive compared with those of samples B and C. On 
the other hand, the sheet processed by routes A and D 
showed (0002) basal pole density at the position inclined 
by ~10° from ND toward RD, which was also observed 
in AZ31 processed by SRDR and DSR [12,15]. The 
inclination might be related to the introduction of shear 
strain even in the mid-layer during routes A and D 
compared with routes B and C. What’s more, the 
maximum intensity of the basal texture distributed in 
sample D (7.2) was the least compared with that of other 
samples. 

The recrystallization fractions of the rolled sheets 
after two passes of ARR were also extracted from the 
analysis results of EBSD, as listed in Table 2. Combined 
with the strain states obtained from FEM, it was inferred 
that the recrystallization process could be promoted by 
the larger effective strain during hot rolling. In addition, 
with the increase of recrystallization fraction, both the 
grain size and (0002) basal texture intensity of the rolled  
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Fig. 6 Micrographs and their corresponding grain size distributions of sheets processed by route A (a1, a2), route B (b1, b2), route C 

(c1, c2), and route D (d1, d2) 

 
sheets reduced. The residual grains (deformed grains) in 
which DRX did not occur during deformation of the 
sheets were indicated in their IPFs by the ellipses. In 
general, the introduction of shear strain could influence 

the rotation of grains and change their Schmid factor (SF) 
during rolling. By route A, the shear strain was 
introduced in a consistent direction during two passes of 
ARR, and might be spread to the mid-layer of the sheet  
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Fig. 7 Grain orientations and (0002) pole figures of rolled sheets processed by route A (a, b), route B (c, d), route C (e, f) and   

route D (g, h) 
 
Table 2 Parameters of rolled sheets obtained from experiment 

Route Fine grain fraction (≤10 μm)/% Average grain size/μm Max intensity of texture Recrystallization fraction/% 

A 67 9.1 9.5 62 

B 58 11 11.6 48 

C 65 9.5 11 55 

D 75 7.1 7.2 73 
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although it was not uniform along the thickness direction. 
Therefore, sample A exhibited a relatively high 
recrystallization fraction of 62% in the mid-layer and 
showed a homogeneous refined microstructure with the 
weakened and deflected basal texture. When processed 
by route B, the effective strain accumulated in the 
mid-layer of sheet was the least compared with others, 
which in turn led to a minimum recrystallization fraction 
of 48%. The basal-oriented grains were retained after 
deformation (remarked by ellipses in Fig. 7(c)), resulting 
in a typical basal texture in sample B (Fig. 7(d)). On the 
other hand, some grains with different orientations were 
very sensitive to DRX, and thus were quickly replaced 
by fine grains. This feature was also observed in the 
microstructure of sample C, whose recrystallization 
fraction was 55%. Some large residual grains were 
surrounded by many tiny recrystallized grains, forming 
typical necklace structures, which can be seen in Fig. 7(e) 
remarked by ellipses. This phenomenon might be caused 
by rotational dynamic recrystallization (RDRX), which 
generally takes place at high temperatures in a basal- 
textured material in which the grains are not favorably 
orientated to accommodate the rolling strain [20]. As 
processed by route D, the shear strain was introduced 
unidirectionally throughout the thickness of sheet during 
rolling (Fig. 2), thus most hard-oriented grains tend to be 
soft-oriented grains as their SF values changed. In 
addition, the introduction of shear strain would increase 
the accumulation of effective strain during rolling and 
provide more deformation energy for DRX. In summary, 
as the shear strain was introduced, non-basal slips 
increased their activity and strengthened the uniform 
deformation capability, which weakened the influence of 
basal slip during rolling, and in turn weakened the basal 
texture intensity. Due to the highest fraction of DRX 
during route D rolling (73%), all the grains were 
uniformly refined as observed in Fig. 7(g). And it is 
worth noting that the residual grains were with the 
non-basal orientation. The characteristics of 
microstructure and texture of four samples suggest that 
route D is an effective way to refine grain sizes and 
weaken basal texture of AZ31 Mg alloy. 
 
3.4 Mechanical properties 

The stress−strain curves during uniaxial tension at 
room temperature of AZ31 alloy sheets deformed by one 
pass (1P) and two passes of ARR with different routes 
are shown in Fig. 8, the corresponding mechanical 
properties, i.e., 0.2% yield stress (YS), ultimate strength 
(UTS) and failure elongation (FE) are also illustrated in 
Table 3. Higher YS and UTS values were obtained for 
the sheet processed by route D (185 and 285 MPa, 
respectively) as compared to the sheets processed by 1P 
ARR (180 and 270 MPa, respectively) and other routes 

of two passes ARR, which was in good agreement with 
the microstructure evolved after deformation. Such 
strengthening was associated with the larger strain 
imparted by route D than by others, although the 
thickness reduction was identical. In addition, the grain 
size also has an important effect on the strength 
according to the Hall−Petch relationship [21]: 
σ0.2=σ0+Kd−1/2, where σ0.2 is the yield stress of a 
polycrystalline metal, σ0 is the yield stress relating to 
materials of infinite grain size, K is a constant, and d is 
the grain size. Therefore, sample B with the coarse 
microstructure performed a slightly weak strength 
(YS≈175 MPa, UTS≈263 MPa), and samples A and C 
showed the similar strength with 1P rolled sheet as their 
average grain sizes were almost the same. 
 

 
Fig. 8 Stress vs strain curves of rolled sheets processed by 

ARR rolling 

 
Table 3 Tensile properties of ARR rolled sheets tested at room 

temperature 

Sheet YS/MPa UTS/MPa FE/% 

1P 180 270 18 

A 180 271 24 

B 175 263 19 

C 176 268 20 

D 185 285 27 

 
On the other hand, the highest FE of 27% was also 

observed in sample D, which was consistent with the 
microstructural homogeneity. The grain size could give 
an influence on the elongation by affecting the 
strain-hardening rate, twinning, and compatibility 
stresses. The FE of the rolled sheets would be related to 
the texture effect, the improvement in elongation 
achieved in the sheets processed by routes A (~24%) and 
D might be related to the weak and tilted texture 
generated in deformation. Twinning in Mg alloys occurs 
by either tensile stress to the c-axis direction or 
compressive stress perpendicular to the prismatic plane 
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at room temperature, so the weaker the basal texture 
intensity is, the easier the twinning occurs, which will 
lead to a higher ductility. 
 

4 Conclusions 
 

1) Four different routes of ARR were conducted on 
AZ31 magnesium alloy sheets to investigate the 
influence of strain states on the microstructure evolution, 
as well as its correlation with mechanical properties of 
the sheet at room temperature. 

2) The accumulation of the effective strain in 
different layers of the sheet was different and the shear 
strains could be introduced during ARR process. After 
two passes of ARR, the strain states of the sheets 
processed by four routes were different and ascribed to 
the rotation of sheet during rolling. Compared with other 
routes, route D produced the largest average effective 
strain with a relatively uniform distribution in different 
layers. 

3) The sheet processed by route D exhibited a more 
homogeneous microstructure with fine grains fraction of 
~75% and the average grain size of ~7.1 μm. This result 
was attributed to the largest effective strain and uniform 
shear strain accumulated by route D, which would 
provide uniformity in the microstructure and a higher 
fraction of DRX. 

4) Since the initial texture was a basal texture, the 
texture of the sheets remained basal after two passes of 
ARR regardless of rolling routes. However, in terms of 
texture strength and characteristics, different routes 
rolling resulted in distinctly different textures. While 
routes B and C gave rise to stronger intensities, routes A 
and D resulted in weak and tilted textures. 

5) Due to fine-grained microstructure and weakened 
basal texture, the sheet rolled by route D exhibited much 
better mechanical properties, such as higher strength and 
larger failure elongation. 
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轧制路径对非对称压下量轧制 
AZ31 镁合金显微组织和性能的影响 

 

马 茹 1，鲁 月 1，王 岭 2，王轶农 1 

 

1. 大连理工大学 材料科学与工程学院，大连 116024； 

2. 东北大学 材料与冶金学院，沈阳 110819 

 

摘  要：对 AZ31 镁合金进行 4 种不同路径的非对称压下量轧制，研究其对材料显微组织演化和力学性能的影响。

路径 A 为连续轧制，路径 B 和 C 在轧制时轧板分别沿轧向和法向旋转 180°，路径 D 为单向轧制。采用有限元法

分析轧板的应变状态，并通过金相显微镜、X 射线衍射和电子背散射衍射技术观察分析板材的显微组织和织构特

征，另外利用拉伸试验测试材料的力学性能。结果表明，路径 D 轧制时所产生的等效应变值最大；与其他试样相

比，试样 D 的组织较均匀，由细小的晶粒组成，且其基面织构较弱并发生了一定倾转；因此，试样 D 表现出较

优异的力学性能，这表明路径 D 能够有效地提高 AZ31 板材的强度和塑性。 

关键词：AZ31 镁合金；非对称压下量轧制；轧制路径；有限元分析；力学性能 
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